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Team collaboration made easy
Cape Town, South Africa - Cape Town based ydangle apps
today announced a new app for iOS called Team Weaver.
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The app allows users to share documents and notes, track time
and manage tasks without needing to sign up to a service. It is
all done by simply sharing a link.
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It is the ability to connect users by simply sharing a link that
makes Team Weaver unique. This means there is no need to
create accounts and remember user names and passwords.
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The other invisible feature of the app is that not only does it use
a backend server to synchronise data but also peer to peer
connections to synchronise data offline.
Using the app, teams can easily share documents, create
notes that can be edited by all in real time, track time spent on
projects and manage the team’s job jar.
All activity is displayed on a timeline making it easy to keep
track across projects and teams.
The app is currently aimed at environments where groups or
teams using iOS devices need to share information and track
activities. Teams in companies, school groups, committees and
professionals needing to share information with clients (such as
web and app developers, architects, lawyers, etc) will all find
the app useful.
The app has been designed in such a way that it can be
customised for companies specific needs.
Team Weaver is currently only available for iOS (Apple mobile
devices) and sells on the app store for $5.99. An Android
version is planned.
For more information or to set up an interview please contact
Eric Nienaber +27 828111101 or email:
eric@ydangleapps.com

